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 Green Reads! Japan. 3 item. Green Reads! United Kingdom. 2 item. Green Reads! United States. 10 item. Green Reads! World. 8 item. Green Reads! WORLD! 1 item. Green Reads! Brazil. 7 item. Green Reads! An international history of protest and resistance, a guide to contemporary protest movements from environmental justice to peace. GreenReads: International Protest and Resistance is a
unique collection of essays on protest and resistance from around the world, from the beginnings of protest in ancient Egypt, to the American civil rights movement, and the Green movement today. Based on a highly successful series produced by the Social Science Research Network (SSRN) this book also provides a snapshot of protest and resistance from around the world, including the Americas,
Africa, Asia, Europe, and Australia/New Zealand. GreenReads: International Protest and Resistance is the first book to bring together in one place all the best of the Research on Protest and Resistance series, focusing on the study of protest movements and on resistance as both individual and collective phenomena. The research brought together in this volume draws from existing academic resources

on protest and resistance from around the world and covers topics that range from community empowerment to climate change.The world of protest and resistance is extremely complex, and this book explores an even wider array of movements and events than any previous academic text. Providing a snapshot of protest movements and resistance from around the world, GreenReads: International
Protest and Resistance provides a broad overview of protests and resistance, including: - Environments from North America to South America - Political protests - Global environmental issues - Contemporary social movements and protests - Human rights issues - Non-violent protests - Violent protest and riots - Social and environmental justice movements - Non-governmental organizations and

protest movements - Protest and resistance in a global context The richness and detail of this collection provides a definitive guide to all aspects of protest and resistance and shows the interaction of protest movements and individual resistance. Features: - Includes key search terms to help you locate references - Updated and expanded content - Updated and revised entries - A new feature on resisters,
offering biographies of people who have actively resisted in a wide range of circumstances - Entries on movements for justice and equality - Section on environmental issues - A directory of all the entries and a note on sourcing the data this book uses - An introduction to protest movements and protest theory which includes detailed information on the types of protest movements that have taken place

in the last fifty years, and on protest theory - 520fdb1ae7
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